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We theoretically study the coupling of Bose-Einstein condensed atoms to the mechanical oscillations of
a nanoscale cantilever with a magnetic tip. This is an experimentally viable hybrid quantum system which
allows one to explore the interface of quantum optics and condensed matter physics. We propose an
experiment where easily detectable atomic spin flips are induced by the cantilever motion. This can be
used to probe thermal oscillations of the cantilever with the atoms. At low cantilever temperatures, as
realized in recent experiments, the backaction of the atoms onto the cantilever is significant and the system
represents a mechanical analog of cavity quantum electrodynamics. With high but realistic cantilever
quality factors, the strong coupling regime can be reached, either with single atoms or collectively with
Bose-Einstein condensates. We discuss an implementation on an atom chip.
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Quantum optics and condensed matter physics show a
strong convergence. On the one hand, quantum optical
systems, most notably neutral atoms in optical lattices,
have been used to experimentally investigate concepts of
condensed matter physics such as Bloch oscillations and
Fermi surfaces [1]. On the other hand, micro- and nano-
structured condensed matter systems enter a regime de-
scribed by concepts of quantum optics, as exemplified by
circuit cavity quantum electrodynamics [2], laser-cooling
of mechanical resonators [3], and measurement backaction
effects in cryogenic mechanical resonators [4]. A new
exciting possibility beyond this successful conceptual in-
teraction is to physically couple a quantum optical system
to a condensed matter system. Such a hybrid quantum
system can be used to study fundamental questions of
decoherence at the transition between quantum and classi-
cal physics, and it has possible applications in precision
measurement [5] and quantum information processing [6].

Atom chips [7] are ideally suited for the implementation
of hybrid quantum systems. Neutral atoms can be posi-
tioned with nanometer precision [8] and trapped at dis-
tances below 1 �m from the chip surface [9]. Coherent
control of internal [10] and motional [11] states of atoms in
chip traps is a reality. Atom-surface interactions are suffi-
ciently understood [7] so that undesired effects can be
mitigated by choice of materials and fabrication tech-
niques. This is an advantage over systems such as ions or
polar molecules on a chip, which have recently been
considered in this context [6,12]. A first milestone is to
realize a controlled interaction between atoms and a nano-
device on the chip surface.

In this Letter, we investigate magnetic coupling between
the spin of atoms in a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)
[13] and a single vibrational mode of a nanomechanical
resonator [14] on an atom chip. We find that the BEC can
be used as a sensitive quantum probe which allows one to
detect the thermal motion of the resonator at room tem-

perature. At lower resonator temperatures, the backaction
of the atoms onto the resonator is significant and the
coupled system realizes a mechanical analog of cavity
quantum electrodynamics (CQED) in the strong coupling
regime. We specify in detail a realistic setup for the ex-
periment, which can be performed with available atom
chip technology and thus allows one to explore this fasci-
nating field already today.

The physical situation is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). 87Rb
atoms are trapped in a magnetic microtrap at a distance y0

above a cantilever resonator, which is nanofabricated on
the atom chip surface. The cantilever tip carries a single-
domain ferromagnet which creates a magnetic field with a
strong gradient Gm. The magnet transduces out-of-plane
mechanical oscillations a�t� � a cos�!rt� ’� of the can-

FIG. 1 (color online). BEC-resonator coupling mechanism.
(a) Atom chip with a BEC of 87Rb atoms (red: BEC wave
function) at a distance y0 from a nanomechanical resonator.
The freestanding structure (dark blue) is supported at one end
to form a cantilever-type resonator that performs out-of-plane
mechanical oscillations a�t�. The single-domain ferromagnet
(purple) on the resonator tip creates a magnetic field with
oscillatory component Br�t� which couples to the atomic spin
F. (b) Hyperfine structure of 87Rb in the magnetic field B0.
Hyperfine levels jF;mFi are coupled (blue or green arrows,
depending on experiment) if the Larmor frequency !L is tuned
to the oscillation frequency of the resonator. Magnetically trap-
pable states indicated in red.
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tilever tip of amplitude a� y0 into an oscillatory mag-
netic field Br�t� � Gma�t�ex in the center of the microtrap.
The orientation of the magnet is chosen such that Br is
perpendicular to the static magnetic field B0 � B0ez in the
trap center. The atomic spin F interacts with Br�t� via the
Zeeman Hamiltonian

 HZ � �� �Br�t� � �BgFFxGma�t�; (1)

where � � ��BgFF is the operator of the magnetic mo-
ment. In this way, the ferromagnet establishes a coupling
between the spin and the resonator mechanical motion.

The ground state hyperfine spin levels jF;mFi of 87Rb
are shown in Fig. 1(b). The energy splitting between
adjacent mF levels is given by the Larmor frequency!L �
�BjgFjB0=@. Note that !L is widely tunable by adjusting
B0. This allows one to control the detuning � � !r �!L
between a given resonator mode of frequency !r and the
atomic resonance in the trap center. Quickly changing �
switches the coupling on and off. Near resonance (� � 0),
the coupling leads to spin flips.

In a magnetic trap, only weak-field seeking states are
trapped, as indicated in Fig. 1(b). This can be exploited in a
simple way to detect the spin flips induced by the coupling:
atoms initially trapped in state j1;�1i are coupled by the
resonator to j1; 0i, where they are quickly lost from the
trap. This is analogous to a cw atom laser experiment [15],
with the mechanical resonator inducing the radio-
frequency magnetic field for output coupling. The rate �r
at which atoms are coupled out of the BEC is a sensitive
probe revealing the temporal dynamics of the resonator
motion.

To derive �r, we follow the theory of [16], which in-
cludes effects of interatomic interactions, but neglects
gravity. This is justified here due to the high trap frequen-
cies. The trapped BEC in j1;�1i is assumed to be in the
Thomas-Fermi (TF) regime. It is coupled with Rabi fre-
quency �R � �BGma=

���
8
p

@ to j1; 0i, where a continuum of
untrapped motional states is available to the atoms. The
energy width of this continuum is given by the BEC
chemical potential �c. For typical parameters (see below),
@�R � �c, and only a fraction ’ @�R=�c of the BEC
atoms is resonantly coupled. In this limit [16],

 �r �
15�

8

@�2
R

�c
�rc � r

3
c�; (2)

where rc �
��������������
@�=�c

p
. Output coupling takes place on a thin

ellipsoidal shell of resonance with main axes ri � rcRi,
where Ri are the TF radii of the BEC.

Figure 2(a) shows an implementation which we envisage
in collaboration with the Kotthaus group at CeNS [17]. The
atom chip is fabricated by several steps of e-beam lithog-
raphy on a Si-on-insulator wafer in combination with lift-
off metallization and selective etching of the oxide to
create freestanding Si structures. Atoms are trapped in a
Ioffe-type trap created by currents in the chip wires [7].
Our numerical simulation of the trapping potential

[Fig. 2(b)] includes the magnetic fields of the wires, the
Co magnets, the homogeneous field Bb, gravity, and the
Casimir-Polder surface potential [7]. Trap frequencies are
adjustable in the kHz range; the aspect ratio is !z=!x;y �

0:1. The background trap loss rate � � �tbl � �0 is domi-
nated by three-body collisions [18] with �tbl �

2:2	 10�12 s7=5 	 �!12=5
t N4=5 for j1;�1i, where �!t �

�!x!y!z�
1=3. Background gas collisions and atom-surface

interactions contribute a much smaller rate �0.
The ferromagnet is a single magnetic domain whose

magnetic moment �m is spontaneously oriented along its
long axis due to the shape anisotropy. For Co nanobars, a
switching field >500 G [19] ensures that the magnetiza-
tion of the bar is nearly unaffected by the fields applied for
magnetic trapping, which are <100 G. Approximating the
bar by a magnetic dipole, we have Gm � 3�0j�mj=4�y4

0.
By changing y0 and the magnet dimensions, Gm can be ad-
justed. Equation (1) suggests that the strength of the atom-
nanoresonator coupling can be maximized by increasing
Gm as much as possible. However, the atoms experience a
force in this field gradient, and an excessively large Gm
would strongly distort the trapping potential. To mitigate
distortion, two compensation magnets are placed next to
the coupling magnet with identical direction of magneti-
zation. This reduces the static field gradient at the location
of the atoms, while the oscillatory field Br�t� remains
unaffected as the compensation magnets do not oscillate.

Nanomechanical resonators have a complex spectrum of
vibrational modes. Because of their high quality factors
Q � 103–105 [4,14], the modes are well resolved. The
BEC is coupled to the fundamental out-of-plane flexural
oscillation at frequency !r=2� � 0:16

������������������������
E=��1� c�

p
�t=l2�.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Atom chip layout. The trapping
potential is created by gold wires (width 2 �m, current
4.4 mA) and a homogeneous field Bb � ��0:1;�4:2;�1:6� G.
The wire color indicates the current density obtained from a
finite elements simulation. The Co coupling magnet on the tip of
the Si cantilever is located directly below the center of the atom
trap. Compensation magnets on each side of the tip reduce
distortion of the trapping potential due to the static field of the
coupling magnet. (b) Trapping potential in the yz plane inter-
secting the resonator. Trap minimum at �y0; z0� � �1:5; 0:0� �m,
trap frequencies !x;y;z=2� � �8:9; 9:7; 1:2� kHz for j1;�1i. The
static field of the magnets causes a repulsive potential around
y � z � 0. The attractive Casimir-Polder surface potential is
visible for y! 0. The orange area in the trap center shows the
extension of the BEC.
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Here, t 
 w� l are the dimensions, E is Young’s modu-
lus, and � is the mass density of the cantilever, while c �
m=0:24�lwt accounts for the additional mass m of the
magnet and the Si paddle at the cantilever tip. The force
acting on the coupling magnet in the magnetic field of the
compensation magnets leads to an additional shift of !r
which is determined numerically and included in the num-
bers given below [20]. We model the cantilever tip as a
harmonic oscillator of frequency!r with an effective mass
meff � 0:24�lwt�m, obtained by integrating over the
mode function.

In contrast to the BEC, which is a prime example of
quantum-mechanical coherence, dissipation and thermal
effects play an important role in the cantilever dynamics.
In thermal equilibrium with its environment at temperature
T, the cantilever performs oscillations at frequency!r with
random amplitude a and phase ’ [21]. Both a and ’
change on a time scale ��1, where � � !r=2Q is the
damping rate. For a high-Q cantilever, however, this time
scale is longer than the time scale ��1

r of coupling to the
BEC, as we will show below. This allows one to use the
BEC as a probe to directly monitor the thermal fluctua-
tions. In a single shot of such an experiment, the cantilever
performs simple harmonic motion with constant a and ’.
The BEC in j1;�1i is coupled to the cantilever for a time
�� ��1 and the remaining number of atoms N�a; �� �
N exp���r�a��� is measured. Repeating the experiment,
one observes fluctuations of N�a; �� due to the fluctuations
of a. Figure 3 shows a simulated histogram of N�a; ��=N.
Since �r / a2 / n, the histogram reflects the exponential
distribution of phonon numbers n in the thermal state of the
resonator, with h�ri given by the mean phonon number
nth � �exp�@!r=kBT� � 1��1.

As a realistic example, we take a Si cantilever with
�l; w; t� � �7:0; 0:2; 0:1� �m, meff � 3	 10�16 kg, and
!r=2� � 1:12 MHz. It carries a Co magnet of dimensions
�lm; wm; tm� � �1:3; 0:2; 0:08� �m; the two compensation
magnets have the same cross section and 5 �m length; the
gap between magnets is d � 200 nm. Trap parameters
optimizing h�ri=� for a BEC of N � 103 atoms are given
in Fig. 2. For given �!t, we adjustGm to the maximum value
allowed by trap distortion [22]. The mean coupling rate for

rc � 1=
���
3
p

is h�ri � 2:1 kHz. Background losses are
much smaller, � � 0:01h�ri. Taking a moderate Q � 5	
103 and � � 0:2=h�ri, we have �� � 0:07. This shows that
coupling the BEC to the thermal motion of the resonator is
easily achieved with parameters which are based on fabri-
cation results at CeNS.

At room temperature, the thermal equilibrium state of
the resonator has an average phonon number nth  N, and
the coupling does not significantly perturb the state of the
resonator. By cooling a resonator in a dilution refrigerator,
phonon numbers as low as nth � 25 have been observed
[4]. Recently, laser cooling of mechanical oscillations was
demonstrated [3], which opens the exciting perspective of
preparing a single mode of the resonator with very low nth

or even reaching the quantum-mechanical ground state
(nth � 1) without a cryostat. At low mode temperatures,
nth � N and the backaction of the BEC onto the resonator
cannot be neglected. Every atom changing its state changes
the number of phonons in the resonator mode by one. In
this regime, it is possible to use the BEC as an actuator for
the mechanical oscillations. The two systems exchange
energy coherently, increasing or decreasing the number
of phonons depending on the initial state of the BEC.

In analogy with CQED, we derive a fully quantum-
mechanical theory for the dynamics of the coupled system.
We now consider a transition between two trapped atomic
states j0i $ j1i. In a magnetic trap, j0i � j2; 1i and j1i �
j2; 2i can be used [see Fig. 1(b)]. However, the different
trap frequencies lead to entanglement between internal and
motional atomic degrees of freedom. Here, we discuss the
simpler situation of an optical or electrodynamic microtrap
[23], which provides identical trapping potentials for all
hyperfine states. In such a trap, all atoms in the BEC couple
simultaneously to the resonator. Since collisional losses are
lower in F � 1, we choose j0i � j1; 0i and j1i � j1;�1i.
The transition j0i $ j1i can be decoupled from other mF
levels by making use of the quadratic Zeeman effect or by
using microwaves to induce mF-dependent energy shifts
[24]. A BEC of N two-level atoms with level spacing @!L
can be described by a collective spin S � N=2 with
Hamiltonian HBEC � @!LSz and eigenstates jS;mSi,
jmSj 
 S [25]. The Hamiltonian of the quantized resonator
is Hr � @!ra�a, where a (a�) is the annihilation (crea-
tion) operator for phonons in the fundamental mechanical
mode. The coupling Hamiltonian is obtained by replacing���

2
p
gFFx ! Sx and a�t� ! aqm�a� � a� in Eq. (1), where

aqm �
����������������������
@=2meff!r

p
is the rms amplitude of the quantum-

mechanical zero-point motion. For the coupled system,
H � Hr �HBEC �HZ. With S� � Sx � iSy and applying
the rotating-wave approximation, we obtain the Tavis-
Cummings Hamiltonian [25],

 H � @!ra�a� @!LSz � @g�S�a� S�a��; (3)

where g � �BGmaqm=
���
8
p

@ is the single-atom single-
phonon coupling constant. In CQED, Eq. (3) usually de-
scribes the coupling of atoms to the electromagnetic field

  

 

FIG. 3 (color online). Coupling of the BEC to a thermally
driven cantilever at T � 300 K. Simulated histogram of the
fraction of atoms remaining in the trap after a time �, including
background loss. For comparison, the atom number distribution
without coupling is shown. We have assumed 5% fluctuations in
atom number due to technical noise.
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of a single mode of an optical or microwave cavity [25].
Here, it describes the coupling to the phonon field of a
mode of mechanical oscillations. In this sense, this is a
mechanical CQED system.

We now investigate whether the strong coupling regime
of CQED [26] can be reached, where coherent dynamics
occurs at a faster rate than dissipative dynamics. For a
single atom (N � 1), this requires g > ��; ��. We max-
imize g=��� �� by optimizing resonator, magnet, and trap
parameters. We take a Si cantilever with �l; w; t� �
�8:0; 0:3; 0:05� �m and assume Q � 105 as in recent ex-
periments at low T [4]. It carries a Co magnet with
�lm; wm; tm� � �250; 50; 80� nm and d � 40 nm, resulting
in !r=2� � 2:8 MHz. For N � 1 there is not collisional
loss; therefore, higher �!t is possible. In a trap with
�!t=2� � 250 kHz and y0 � 250 nm, realistic on atom

chips [27], we obtain strong coupling with �g; �; �� �
2�	 �62; 14; 0:3� Hz. A related quantity is the coopera-
tivity parameter, C � g2=2��. For C> 1, mechanical
analogs of optical bistability and squeezing can be ob-
served. We obtain C � 430. To prepare the resonator
with nth < 1, T < 0:1 mK is required. Such low tempera-
tures could perhaps be achieved by laser cooling.

For N atoms identically coupled to the resonator, the
coupling is collectively enhanced. Coherent dynamics now
occurs if the weaker condition g

����
N
p

> ��; �� is met [26].
This is still true for a resonator in a thermal state as long as
nth � N, putting less stringent limits on T. For resonator
dimensions as above, �lm; wm; tm� � �2:0; 0:06; 0:12� �m,
and d � 100 nm we obtain !r=2� � 1:1 MHz. Maximiz-
ing g

����
N
p

=��� �� for a BEC with N � 104 atoms, we find
a trap with �!t=2� � 2:9 kHz and y0 � 2:0 �m. At T �
50 mK (typical in a dilution refrigerator), nth � 980� N.
Collective strong coupling is reached with �g

����
N
p

; �; �� �
2�	 �21; 5; 10� Hz and the N-atom cooperativity is
CN � 4.

In a quantum Monte Carlo simulation, we couple a BEC
in state jS � N=2; mS � N=2i (i.e., all atoms in state j1i)
to a resonator with nth � N. The coupling drives the
resonator out of thermal equilibrium into a state with a
mean phonon number hni  nth. Conversely, if the BEC is
prepared in state jS � N=2; mS � �N=2i (all atoms in
state j0i), excitations are initially transferred from the
resonator to the BEC, creating a state with hni � nth.
The time scale for both processes is �=2g

����
N
p

. Depend-
ing on the initial conditions, the BEC can therefore be used
to drive or cool the resonator mode.

We have shown that a BEC on an atom chip can be used
as a sensitive probe, as a coolant, and as a coherent actuator
for a nanomechanical resonator. The coupling could be
used to transfer nonclassical states of the BEC to the
mechanical system. Because of the dissipative coupling
of the resonator to its environment, interesting questions
of decoherence arise and can be studied with this system.
Instead of coupling different spin levels, it is also possible
to couple the resonator to the motional degrees of freedom

of either a BEC or a single atom, similar to the coupling
mechanism proposed for a nanoscale ion trap in [6]. In a
recent experiment, a spin resonance transition in a thermal
atomic vapor was excited by a driven mechanical resonator
with a magnetic tip [5]. We expect that the system consid-
ered here, though requiring a smaller resonator and much
better control over the atoms, can be realized in the near
future.
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